A non-ancestral RPGR missense mutation in families with either recessive or semi-dominant X-linked retinitis pigmentosa.
Most X-linked diseases show a recessive pattern of inheritance in which female carriers are unaffected. In X-linked retinitis pigmentosa (XLRP), however, both recessive and semi-dominant inheritance patterns have been reported. We identified an Israeli family with semi-dominant XLRP due to a missense mutation (p.G275S) in the RPGR gene. The mutation was previously reported in two Danish families with recessive XLRP. Obligate carriers from the two Danish families had no visual complaints and normal to slightly reduced retinal function, while those from the Israeli family suffered from high myopia, low visual acuity, constricted visual fields, and severely reduced electroretinogram (ERG) amplitudes. The disease-related RPGR haplotype of the Israeli family was found to be different from the one found in the two Danish families, indicating that the mutation arose twice independently on different X-chromosome backgrounds. A series of genetic analyses excluded skewed X-inactivation pattern, chromosomal abnormalities, distorted RPGR expression level, and mutations in candidate genes as the cause for the differences in disease severity of female carriers. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first detailed analysis of an identical mutation causing either a recessive or a semi-dominant X-linked pattern of disease in different families. Our results indicate that an additional gene (or genes), linked to RPGR, modulate disease expression in severely affected carriers. These may be related to the high myopia concomitantly found in affected carriers from the Israeli family.